Grills Wildlife Sanctuary, Hopkinton and Grills Preserve, Westerly Trail Map

Location:
Hopkinton/Westerly border along the Pawcatuck River.

Open Sunrise to Sunset

Trail Use Guidelines:
Observe posted rules and regulations
Motorized vehicles are prohibited
No fires
No camping
Keep off railroad tracks
During hunting season wear blaze orange
Leave no trace, please carry out trash

Tomaquag Trail, 3.1 mi (white diamond - Chase Hill Rd to Bowling Ln Trailhead)

Hopkinton Trails:
Cedar Swamp Trail, 0.4 mi (orange rectangle)
East Loop, 0.8 mi (yellow square)
Peninsula Loop, 0.7 mi (yellow diamond)

Westerly Trails:
Blue Trail, 2.1 mi
Yellow Trail, 2.1 mi
Red Trail, 0.4 mi
Cross Country Trail, 1.5 mi (orange)

These properties feature wide easy paths near both trailheads through forest, farm fields, and meadow. The Polly Coon Bridge opened May, 2013. The Tomaquag Brook Bridge is to be completed Fall 2013, or later. Until then, crossing the floodplain is dependent on water levels and may be kayaked when water is high. Between the two bridges, the path is narrow and steeper with large high rock outcrops interspersed with wooded swamps.

Find this trail and more at: www.hopkintonri.org and at www.exploreri.org
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